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A first impression
set in stone.

Remember how you felt the first time you walked into
your dream home? That excitement and pride never
goes away when you enhance the exterior of your home
with Cultured Stone®. Whether pulling into your driveway
or catching a parting glimpse in the rear view mirror, the
character and charm of Cultured Stone® makes a bold
and lasting impression.
There is no question that stone is loved for its strength,
durability and authenticity. It is recognised as a material
that adds beauty and character to any space. But
despite this, stone can be heavy, difficult to install,
expensive and limited in terms of choice.

PGH Bricks & Pavers™ recognised the opportunity to
overcome these issues and has introduced Cultured
Stone® to the eastern states of Australia.
With 50 years in the US market, Cultured Stone® is a
manufactured stone cladding product that has all the
qualities of traditional stone but with significant added
benefits. Modelled from natural stone and created with
painstaking care and artistry, Cultured Stone® achieves
the depth, complexity of colour, pattern and unique
texture of stone. With eight distinct ranges and a diverse
palette of colours, there are numerous options for size,
shape and texture, providing the freedom to create a
truly personal look.
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WHY CHOOSE CULTURED STONE®
• The leader in cladding products for interior and
exterior applications
• Contains a minimum 58% of recycled content
• Superior durability and long life-cycle covered by
our 50 Year Limited Warranty
• Distributed locally by PGH Bricks & Pavers™
• Stock held locally
• Manufactured in USA
• Does not require painting, coating or sealing
after installation
• Corner pieces available

BENEFITS OF CULTURED STONE®
OVER NATURAL STONE
• Lightweight and affordable
Making it a more accessible material
• Wide range to choose from
Create a truly personalised look
• Can be used both outdoors and indoors
From feature walls to fireplaces, water features*
to alfresco areas
• Engineered to last
Maintaining beauty and strength for at least 50 years
*See Technical Information Guide for applications prone to smoke, soot, dirt or
water splashing. Cultured Stone® should not be immersed in water.

PGH Bricks & PaversTM are the distributors of Cultured Stone®
in Australia for the territories of QLD, NSW, VIC and SA.
COVER IMAGE:
ASPEN SOUTHERN LEDGESTONE
PROJECT BY HAMLAN HOMES
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ASPEN SOUTHERN LEDGESTONE
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INTAGLIO PRO-FIT® MODERA™ LEDGESTONE

PRO-FIT® MODERA™ LEDGESTONE

CARBON PRO-FIT® MODERA™ LEDGESTONE

Thoroughly modern.
Totally modular.

INTAGLIO PRO-FIT® MODERA™ LEDGESTONE

Challenge convention. Elevate trends. Create demand.
At the epicentre of the contemporary architecture and design movement, you’ll
find Cultured Stone® - the inspiration behind some of today’s most innovative and
striking modern structures.
Our Modera Pro-Fit® collection offers a practical way to achieve a tailored
ledgestone look with small-scale, low relief stones. It’s quick and easy to install
because it isn’t applied one stone at a time. Instead, the primary building blocks are
groups of small stones meticulously bundled together to form modular components
of equal height. Modera Pro-Fit® products also feature the patented Cultured Stone®
cladding interlocking mortar groove for secure adhesion without grouted joints.

4

VELLUM PRO-FIT® MODERA™ LEDGESTONE
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The extensive palette of installer friendly
Country Ledgestone stone cladding
differentiates one ledgestone from
another. It also provides a more subtle
blend of colour.

COUNTRY LEDGESTONE

ASPEN COUNTRY LEDGESTONE

BLACK RUNDLE COUNTRY LEDGESTONE

BUCKS COUNTY COUNTRY LEDGESTONE

ECHO RIDGE COUNTRY LEDGESTONE

WHITE OAK COUNTRY LEDGESTONE

Country Ledgestone
BLACK RUNDLE COUNTRY LEDGESTONE
PROJECT BY STYLEMASTER HOMES

CHARDONNAY COUNTRY LEDGESTONE

NEW

WHITE OAK COUNTRY LEDGESTONE

6

WOLF CREEK COUNTRY LEDGESTONE

SKYLINE COUNTRY LEDGESTONE
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CHARDONNAY DRESSED FIELDSTONE
PROJECT BY STROUD HOMES

The rugged look of Dressed Fieldstone stone cladding
complements any natural environment. Its rich texture and
range of colour enhance a multitude of architectural designs.

CHARDONNAY DRESSED FIELDSTONE
PROJECT BY STROUD HOMES

DRESSED FIELDSTONE

ASPEN DRESSED FIELDSTONE

Celebrating
spaces.

BUCKS COUNTY DRESSED FIELDSTONE

While our gorgeous Cultured Stone® cladding tends to be the centre of attention,
it’s often the grouting styles in between that can really make a difference. Creating
the right mortar joint for a project is a matter of choosing not only the perfect colour,
but also the right width - a choice that naturally affects the total square metres.
And while a standard mortar joint is typically ½" in width, some stone textures allow
for a dry stacked, tight-fitted joint to achieve a clean, tailored appearance.

ECHO RIDGE DRESSED FIELDSTONE

NEW

CHARDONNAY DRESSED FIELDSTONE

8

PALISADES ANCIENT VILLA LEDGESTONE

TM

ASPEN COUNTRY LEDGESTONE
(TIGHT JOINT)

BLACK RUNDLE COUNTRY LEDGESTONE
(1/2 JOINT)

CHARDONNAY COUNTRY LEDGESTONE
(STANDARD JOINT)
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ASPEN SOUTHERN LEDGESTONE
PROJECT BY HAMLAN HOMES

CHARDONNAY PRO-FIT® ALPINE LEDGESTONE
PROJECT BY STROUD HOMES

SOUTHERN
LEDGESTONE

PRO-FIT® ALPINE
LEDGESTONE

Southern Ledgestone stone cladding offers
a rugged and informal appeal with its rough
texture and deliberate irregularity. Tight fitted
or mortared, Southern Ledgestone can be
used to achieve a number of unique looks.

Pro-Fit® Alpine Ledgestone stone cladding
provides a rustic outdoor look that's easy
to install. This precise, rugged ledgestone
texture provides colour and shadow creation
for a variety of design opportunities.

ASPEN SOUTHERN LEDGESTONE

BUCKS COUNTY SOUTHERN LEDGESTONE

NEW

WINTERHAVENTM
PRO-FIT® ALPINE LEDGESTONE

BLACK MOUNTAIN
PRO-FIT® ALPINE LEDGESTONE
NEW

CHARDONNAY SOUTHERN LEDGESTONE

10

ECHO RIDGE SOUTHERN LEDGESTONE

DARK RIDGE
PRO-FIT® ALPINE LEDGESTONE

CHARDONNAY
PRO-FIT® ALPINE LEDGESTONE
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SOUTHWEST BLEND PRO-FIT® LEDGESTONE

Pro-Fit® Ledgestone stone cladding is a practical way to achieve a custom look. Small-scale, low relief
stones are made meticulously bundled together to form modular components of equal heights.
The component pieces feature a patented interlocking mortar groove for a secure adhesion without grouted joints.

PRO-FIT® LEDGESTONE

Fall in love with outdoor living.
If home is where the heart is, your outdoor space is where the real love affair is waiting to unfold. Think of it - a canvas of possibilities waiting to be
designed and enjoyed with a gorgeous stone fireplace, a dramatic fountain or even an entire outdoor room. With Cultured Stone® cladding serving
as the backdrop, even the simplest outdoor activities become unforgettable moments all day long and deep into a moonlit night.
ASPEN DRESSED FIELDSTONE
PROJECT BY HOTONDO HOMES

MOJAVE PRO-FIT® LEDGESTONE

SOUTHWEST BLEND PRO-FIT® LEDGESTONE

12

PLATINUM PRO-FIT® LEDGESTONE

SHALE PRO-FIT® LEDGESTONE

See Technical Information Guide for applications prone to smoke, soot, dirt or water splashing.
Cultured Stone® should not be immersed in water.

CHARDONNAY PRO-FIT® ALPINE LEDGESTONE
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The finishing
touch.

Finishes communicate the care and attention to detail afforded to designing
dream homes and well-appointed places of business. The architectural
stone trims offered in our Cultured Stone® portfolio are meticulously crafted
to provide the perfect finishing touch to your project. After all, even the
smallest trim piece can play an indispensable role in the larger narrative
waiting to unfold.

FOSSIL REEF CORAL STONE
PROJECT BY CK BUILT

This distinctive look of Cobblefield® stone
cladding is at home in residential or
commercial settings.

The delicate fossil patterns and unique surface characteristics of Coral
Stone cladding complement contemporary architecture and design.
It can be installed as a random ashlar or in a repeating pattern.

COBBLEFIELD®

CORAL STONE

ACCESSORIES

FLAT TEXTURED CAPSTONES
GREY, TAUPE (SHOWN)

TEXAS CREAM COBBLEFIELD®

14

FOSSIL REEF CORAL STONE

CAST-FIT® WATERTABLE/SILL,
CARBON

WATERTABLE/SILL
GREY (SHOWN),TAUPE

CAST-FIT® WATERTABLE/SILL,
INTAGLIO

CAST-FIT® WATERTABLE/SILL,
VELLUM
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Planning
your project.
Realising your vision for your home might be easier than you
think. Whether you’re working with an architect or a designer,
hiring an installer, or planning to do it yourself, Cultured Stone®
manufactured stone cladding is a great way to bring your
dreams to life.

HERE ARE SOME OF THE THINGS
YOU’LL WANT TO CONSIDER AS
YOU’RE PLANNING YOUR PROJECT
STYLE
Consider the style, size and surroundings of your home. With so
many options, there’s sure to be a Cultured Stone® texture and
colour that’s the perfect complement.

Technical
information.
TECHNICAL DATA
Cultured Stone® products are engineered to meet or exceed the
specifications set by building code officials. Visit pghbricks.com.au
to download a technical manual.
UNIT WEIGHT
Weight is approximately 33-54kg/m2 but not more than 60kg/m2.
THICKNESS
1¾" average. May vary depending on choice of texture.
COLOURFAST
Colours become an integral part of the stone during casting.
Existing applications show no undesirable change in colour after
years of weathering.

TEXTURE

NONCOMBUSTIBLE/SURFACE BURNING CHARACTERISTICS
UL tested and listed. Cultured Stone® products tested out with
zero flame spreadw smoke development.

Utilising different textures can create a dramatic effect indoors or
out. That’s why there are so many Cultured Stone® options to
choose from, including:

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Please contact culturedstoneaus@pghbricks.com.au for
further information.

• Ledge • Field • Rubble • Random Ashlar

COLOUR
Are you looking for neutral or warm? Vibrant or muted?
What about a diverse palette? Cultured Stone® is available in
a stunning variety of colours. You can even blend two or more
textures or colourways to create a distinctive result.

TRIM
A selection of Cultured Stone cladding accessory products are
available to put the finishing touch on your project.
®

GROUT
The colour of the mortar you use can have a big impact on the
overall look of the project. It can blend with the stone cladding or
complement the colourway and make it stand out.
While some Cultured Stone® cladding stone textures are designed
to be installed only with or without the standard 12mm mortar
joint, others may be installed using a variety of techniques for
greater design flexibility. Among the most popular installation
techniques are dry stacked, tight-fitted stone without a mortar
joint; standard 12mm mortar joint finished in a variety of ways
(e.g., raked, full to face, overgrouted, or various forms of weeping
joints); and wide joint, usually full to face or overgrouted.

MAINTENANCE
Cultured Stone® cladding is virtually maintenance-free. If required,
lightly wash to remove dust or dirt. Do not sandblast or wash with
acid, abrasives or high-pressure water. Damaged or graffiti-marred
stones can be removed and replaced with matching materials.

LIMITED WARRANTY
Cultured Stone® wall products carry a 50-year limited warranty*
when used on structures that conform to local building codes and
when installed according to manufacturer’s instructions.
Warranty is limited to replacement or repair of defective materials
only and does not cover labour to remove and replace. Warranty
does not cover damage resulting from building settlement, wall
movement, contact with chemicals or paint, discolouration due
to airborne contaminants, and staining or oxidation. Warranty is
limited to the original purchaser.
*Details of Boral Stone Products LLC limited warranty is available
at www.pghbricks.com.au.

INSTALLATION
A list of preferred installers in your area is available
call 13 15 79 or visit pghbricks.com.au.
FOSSIL REEF CORAL STONE
PROJECT BY CK BUILT
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To view our installation videos visit pghbricks.com.au.

ASPEN COUNTRY LEDGESTONE
See Technical Information Guide for
applications prone to smoke, soot, dirt
or water splashing. Cultured Stone®
should not be immersed in water.
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CULTURED STONE® PRODUCT MATRIX
STONE PROFILE

HEIGHT

LENGTH

THICKNESS

CORNER RETURNS

ANCIENT VILLA LEDGESTONE

51mm - 305mm

127mm - 406mm

32mm - 44mm

101mm - 305mm

8

COBBLEFIELD®

51mm - 203mm

102mm - 508mm

25mm - 67mm

76mm - 305mm

14

CORAL STONE

102mm - 305mm

102mm - 406mm

25mm - 32mm

64mm - 216mm

14

COUNTRY LEDGESTONE

38mm - 165mm

108mm - 559mm

29mm - 60mm

102mm - 305mm

7

DRESSED FIELDSTONE

64mm - 356mm

102mm - 559mm

32mm - 67mm

102mm - 305mm

8

PRO-FIT® ALPINE
LEDGESTONE

102mm only

203mm
305mm
508mm

19mm - 57mm

102mm
203mm
305mm

11

PRO-FIT® LEDGESTONE

102mm only

203mm
305mm
508mm

13mm - 38mm

102mm
203mm
305mm

12

PRO-FIT® MODERA™
LEDGESTONE

102mm only

203mm
305mm
508mm

19mm
32mm
45mm

102mm
203mm
305mm

4

SOUTHERN LEDGESTONE

13mm - 152mm

102mm - 508mm

25mm - 67mm

102mm - 305mm

10
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PAGE

ASPEN SOUTHERN LEDGESTONE
PROJECT BY LANDMARK BUILDING

CHARDONNAY ALPINE PRO-FIT® LEDGESTONE
PROJECT BY GALON CONSTRUCTIONS
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ASPEN DRESSED FIELDSTONE

The Cultured Stone® collection of USA manufactured stone veneer products are
virtually maintenance-free and backed by a 50-year limited warranty.*

For information about Cultured Stone® contact PGH Bricks & Pavers™
culturedstoneaus@pghbricks.com.au
pghbricks.com.au | 13 15 79
@pghbricks
© Copyright PGH Bricks & Pavers Pty Limited – all rights reserved 2018. PGH™, PGH Bricks & Pavers™ are registered trademarks of PGH Bricks & Pavers Pty Limited in Australia, other countries or both. As Cultured
Stone® is manufactured to mimic natural stone, shade and colour variations can occur from batch to batch. Colours shown are indicative only and should not be used for final selection. We recommend product
samples should be viewed before selecting colours. *Warranty Disclaimer warranty is available at www.pghbricks.com.au
PGH196

